Funding provided by:

Design an LED lighting system for an underwater ROV platform, previously designed by
senior design team P06066, now developed
by Hydroacoustics Inc. The housing design
and controls must be compatible with the
ROV thruster team’s product (P08454).

Hydroacoustics Inc. ROV
(courtesy of HAI)

LED lights able to penetrate through various underwater
environments; investigate multi-spectrum lighting
LED light designed to be more efficient then current HID lighting, using onboard 24V batteries with minimal heat generation
Able to mount/dismount light assembly in under 60 sec.
Housing and control system modular between LED light team
and thruster team products (P08454)
Lights capable of operation from land platforms (eg.RP10)
Operational and stable at 400ft water depth
Corrosion resistant housings
Variable light intensity
Equal or greater light output then current HID
lights
The housing design constraints required
that it be capable of housing either a light
or thruster unit. To overcome this problem,
a modular base was chosen to mate with
one of two unique sections. Both units use
o-ring seals that use the water pressure
around it to further enhance the sealing
force. A shared watertight bulkhead connector is used at the back end of the base
unit to transmit power and communication
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The electrical components for
the light unit are located on 4
boards sandwiched within the
light housing (see section view
at left). The power and microcontroller board are shared
with the thruster unit, where
as the LED driver and LED
board are used solely with the
light. A USB signal is
converted to RS485 to control
both units, the microcontroller
then sends a PWM signal to
vary either light intensity or
thruster speed.

Base Housing

The base housing was pressure
tested simulating a dive down to
910 ft; unit incurred no damage.
The light unit is also able to be
controlled simultaneously with the
thruster unit (P08454) from a
single program. Testing on the final
light unit resulted in performance
data meeting or exceeding the
minimum marks set.

